Monday, September 20

Appetizer:
Imagine that you are a restaurant owner. After your first year your restaurant is doing very well. You have been advertising your restaurant in the community and the dining room is packed every night. What can you do to make more money? Write down three ways to make more money.

Main Course:
To understand the differences between life in the North and the South leading up to the Civil War.
Discount for seniors
Expand dining room/Open more restaurants
New food
Entertainment
Stay open longer
Raise prices
Lower prices
Advertise outside
Hire friends/cheap labor
Think of some advancements in technology over the past 10 years. How have they affected our society? Give 3 Examples
Life in the South

Planters
Someone who owned 20 slaves (wealthy families-became Political leaders hired People to oversee land

Small Farmers

Poor Whites

Free Blacks

Slaves

Pg 388-393
Describe how each group lived.
Imagine that you are taking a two month journey inside a mini-van with five other people during July and August.

You have packed enough food and supplies to last you the entire two months.

You will not be able to make any stops during the two month journey.

Lastly, the windows do not roll down and there is no air conditioning inside the mini-van.

What will your experience be inside the mini-van?
What will be the conditions aboard the mini-van?
How will you get along with the other 5 people?
Conditions Aboard Slave Ships

- Horrible - Uncomfortable - Gross - Appauling
- No bathroom, No showers
- Hot!!
- Sick - Vomit - Diseases
- Fighting - Cranky - Break Windows
  Kill Driver → Escape
- Crammed - Uncomfortable